ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Bank is one of the intermediation institution that its primary activity is to give credit distributed to society by credit agreement. 1 This agreement consist of primary agreement and assesoir agreement. Primary agreement is the credit agreement while assesoir agreement is a warrant agreement by the debitor.
For the land right can be credit warrant it must use mortgage. Function of credit warrant agreement is to protect creditor and to guarantee the payment or fulfillment of obligation by the debitor to the creditor and to give ease for the creditor in dispute settlement in case of default (wanprestasi) . 2 This protection is important in case of bad debts that is when debitor can not fulfill their credit obligation including the primary, the interest and others in proper time.
If the debitor does not fulfill the payment obligation after process of letter of summons, then the certificate of land mortgage have an executorial power, whether it have designated before nor it have not designated in the mortgage deed, because purpose of mortgage is to guarantee debt of the debitor. If the debitor default, right on the land that burdened with mortgage right can be sold through the general auction without the agreement of mortgage principal. The mortgage principal can not object the sale.
To implement auction of credit guarantee in form of mortgage, it use the execution auction procedure. Execution auction have a high lawsuit potention. This is because in the execution auction, most of the goods auctioned without agreement of the owner and oftentimes there are a lot of parties who feel their interest interrupted with the auction.
Usually these parties will filled a lawsuit to the court, fight for their right related with the auction object. This caused there are a lot of civil cases and administrative law cases regarding auction.
Civil lawsuit causing blocking of the auction object by National Land Agency so the title transfer process by the auction winner can not fulfilled. This detriment the auction winner because he can not mastering the object auction he have won.
Based on background above, legal issues in this article are : does the auction winner can mastering auction object that he won in the auction of mortgage execution? How is the form of legal protection to the winner auction of the mortgage execution that filled before district court?. 
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METHOD
Method of research is normative research, that is by analyses articles, principles and doctrine connecting with issues that will research. Approach in this research are statute approach, analytical approach. Statute approach used to analysed the mastery of auction object by the winner of mortgage execution auction as regulated in Indonesian positive law.
While analytical approach used to study how the legal protection for the auction winner of the mortgage execution that filled before the district court.
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
The Mastering of Auction Object By The Auction Winner That Sued Before District
Court
Mortgage Right As The Warrant of Credit Banking
Mortgage Right as the warrant of credit banking is a warrant right that encumbrance over land right in form of mortgage right that aimed to repayment the specified debt that give main position to the specified creditor against other creditor. In other words first mortgage right holder more preferent over other creditor.
Mortgage right contain right to execute the compliance of debt to the warrant object, when the debt have due date and it have billed but the debitor can not afford to repay then the debitor been declared have default (wanprestasi). The creditor have an authority to execute the warrant object directly without intercessison from judge because the warrant agreement contain executorial title that have binding and definitive power as of court judgement. Direct execution to the warrant object may by sold it in public and its outcame calculated to repayment the debt. Moreover since the existence of commitment to sold by own power, then the creditor may sold the warrant object in public based on parate eksekusi.
Execution process over a mortgage right by creditor basically is not difficult. This is because in the mortgage right certificate written words "For The Sake of Justice based on One
True God" that have executorial power just as court decision that have permanent legal force, the first holder mortgage right have right to execute the warrant object directly in case of the debitor broke the commitment. This is based on the power that had given by the debitor and the legislation to the creditor.
Article 6 of Mortgage Right Act gives an authority to the mortgage right holder to sell the mortgage right object on its own power through public aution and take the debt repayment from selling outcame if the debitor default. In this thesys analysis, legal certainty had given by Act Number 4 year 1996 Regarding
Mortgage Right On Land and The Objects Conecting With Land, article 6 stipulated that the authority given to the first Mortgage Right Holder to sell object of mortgage right by its own power through public auction and take debt repayment from the outcame, if the debitor default. Based on that rule, PT BRI cabang Kediri as the first Mortgage Rigt holder have right to sell the warrant object through public auction without asking agreement from the debitor as the mortgage right principal.
Mastery of Auction Object by The Auction Winner
Based on Article 1 numbers ( a. In order for legal protection for the interest of land that asked to be blocked; b. At most once a time by one applicant upon one land object 3. Right upon land that in its land book have a blocking note can not conducting land register data maintenance.
In the article explained that if there is a dispute or conflict on land right that been auction object then blocking will conducting. This is for the protection of the applicant. Rules concerning mastering of auction object have different regulation. One rule guarantee the mastering of auction object as long as the auction winner fulfill the obligation, while other rule prevent the auction winner to mastering the land he have won in the auction immediately due to blocking as a result of dispute or conlict over that land.
Form of Legal Protection for The Winner of Mortgage Right Execution Auction That Sue Before The District Court
Auction implementation particularly execution auction, subsist high potention of lawsuit. This is due to one's dissasatisfaction on that auction. The lawsuit may submit before or after the aution implementation. Lawsuit before auction implementation intended to postpone auction implementation. While lawsuit after auction implementation intended for many different reason.
As a rechstaat, every citizen whose right have violated, have right to submit lawsuit or pleading before court as atool to defend his right. For lawsuit against auction implementation most of all due to act against the law. As a rechstaat, every citizen whose right have violated, have right to submit lawsuit or pleading before court as atool to defend his right. For lawsuit against auction implementation most of all due to act against the law. Article 1 (c) explained that seller responsible to "handover of movable object and/or immovable object". This rule is a base for auction winner legal protection over possessing of object auction he have won. In this case bank as a seller shall responsible to handover auction object. Furtheremore in paragraph (2) mention that when there are civil lawsuit or criminal charge over insatiable of legislation regarding auction then seller shall be the one who responsible.
If seller can not fulfill his obligation as stipulated in paragraph (1) and loss arrised then seller shall responsible. This is one form of legal protection arranged in Regulation of Finance Ministry. Base on that rule,in case of auction object can not owned, auction winner may ask responsibility from seller since one of seller obligation is handover the object.
Even fault in auction transaction emphasized to seller, but in fact auction office shall have responsibility too. However auction office considred have no responsibility due to Article 216 verse (1) RBG said that :
Selling of object that confiscated undertake with help of Auction Office, or according to situation that will considered by the Head, or people who will undertake the consfication or other people who can be trusted, that assigned by the head for that and live in the place where the selling undertake or near that place.
After confiscation, the Act determined selling of confiscation object by intercession of What can be done is demand for compensation over dispute object from the auction 
